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Abstract

A face detection system is presented. The system

has been optimized to detect faces in images created

for the purpose of the EE368 class. The system

uses a neural network trained to detect face-colored

pixels to create regions of interest. Then, a combi-

nation of low-pass filters and clustering techniques

is used to further refine these regions.

1 Introduction

The problem of face detection in images and videos
has been widely researched in the field of com-
puter vision and image processing. Not only is
the detection of faces useful in applications such
as image classification and retrieval, it can also
be thought of as an essential intermediate step in
areas such as face recognition and tracking. In
general, due to the variety of scene parameters such
as illumination, scaling, camera characteristics, as
well as the variability within the large set of ob-
jects humans consider to be faces, face detection
becomes a complex classification problem in a high-
dimensional space.

For our project, we attempted only to imple-
ment a system which will detect faces within the
small set of images taken of the class and did not
try to build a robust algorithm for finding faces
given any image. Our aim was to gain an under-
standing into the problems associated with face de-
tection, to implement and test some of well-known
methods within this area, and to experiment with
some of our own ideas in solving the more specific
detection problem we were given.

2 High-Level System Design

As mentioned in the previous section, because of
prior knowledge of our test set of images, the com-
plexity of our detection problem was significantly
reduced. In our project, an image may contain
any number of faces at any position, scale, and
orientation, but with generally the same illumina-
tion and with the same camera distortions (if any)
across the whole set. Illumination usually causes
the appearance of skin to differ across images, and

Figure 1: High-level block diagram of face detection
system.

distortions from different cameras can warp the
shape of a face differently. By eliminating these
two aspects of the problem, properties such as skin
color, the general shape and size of faces, as well
as the overall layout of the image were able to be
utilized.

A block diagram of the face detection system
is presented in Figure 1. Each block in the process
will be decscribed in detail in the following sections.

3 Region of Interest Creation

The first step is to downsample the image by a
factor of 2. The detail of the large image is not
needed, and the downsampling increases the speed
of the remaining portion of the algorithm.

3.1 Color Detection

Regions of interest are created by examining the
color of each pixel and assigning it a score indi-
cating the likelihood that the pixel is skin-colored.
Note that by “color”, we do not imply a value in
RGB space.

Creating a detector for skin-colored pixels
amounts to determining a pair of condi-



tional probability density functions, namely
p(skin|pixel−color) and p(not−skin|pixel−color).

The training images provided a means by which
we were able to estimate these densities. The ini-
tial method tried was to use histograms to empir-
ically estimate the densities. A pixel’s color was
viewed as simply a vector in R3, so histogramming
amounts to dividing the color-space into boxes and
counting the number of skin pixels that lie within
each color box.

Although the above method was found to be
effective, it did not produce an extreme contrast in
the results of skin pixels versus non-skin pixels.

The second approach taken was to train a neural
network on the pixel colors. One can think of the
training of the network as an optimization process
which seeks out the optimal decision boundary to
use in classifying pixels in the desired color space.
In our final system, three layer networks were em-
ployed, meaning that the decision boundary within
the color space may be almost arbitrarily shaped.

Two parameters needed to be chosen at this
stage. First, a network topology needed to be cho-
sen. As mentioned, a three layer network with
three input units was used due to the dimension-
ality of the color spaces. The networks that were
tested all included bias units to the hidden and
output layers. The network was trained emit +1 on
presentation of a skin pixel and −1 otherwise. The
one remaining topology parameter was the number
of hidden units. This parameter was determined by
training networks with the number of hidden units
ranging from three to eight. It was found that per-
formance did not improve dramatically when the
number of hidden units was greater than four, so
four hidden units were chosen. The “performance”
of the network was determined by cross-validation
with a set of color pixels that were not used as
part of training. We used the mean square error
of the network output to the target output as a
rough indicator of performance and the extent to
which the output of the network was separated for
face and non-face inputs as a secondary indicator
of performance. Figure 2 illustrates the topology
of the networks used.

For training, we used a method known
as Stochastic Backpropagation. Training via
Backpropagation involved determining the
sensitivity of the network output to each weight
in the network and adjusting each weight in
accordance with how much error it caused in the
output. A learning parameter, η, that controlled
the amount by which each weight changed in
response to each training-pattern/training-target
pair was set to 0.1. After each training epoch, η

was scaled to 80% of its previous value to realize a
declining learning rate as the system ’matured’.

Figure 2: Neural network topology for color detec-
tion.

During Stochastic Backpropagation, a random
subset of the training data was used at each epoch.
At the end of each epoch, the rate of change of all
of the weights was calculated, and learning ceased
when that rate was less than a pre-determined
value (2% was used). Approximately 70,000
training pixels were used with half being skin
pixels and half not. At each epoch, the size of
the training subset was 10,000. Typically, each
network required 10 to 15 epochs to complete
training.

The final important choice that was required
for the neural network was the colorspace. Four
colorspaces were investigated, namely, RGB, XYZ,
Lab, and HSV. Networks trained in RGB, Lab, and
HSV were all able to clearly and uniformly iden-
tify face pixels. Oberservations showed that the
network trained on pixels in the RGB colorspace
performed better than networks trained on other
colorspaces. Specifically, the RGB network was
able to reject certain pieces of clothing that other
colorspaces’ networks classified as skin. In the fi-
nal system, therefore, we used only the RGB net-
work in color classification. The feature vectors
that were presented to the network were not truly
members of their respective colorspace, as the fea-
ture vectors were pre-whitened. Whitening seeks
to create sets of feature vectors that have a co-
variance matrix that is the identity matrix, as this
can aid pattern classification systems. A whitening
transform for each colorspace was pre-calculated
from the training images. See Figures 3, 4, 5 for
the outputs of the various networks and 6 for the
combined output of the three networks.

4 Region of Interest Evaluation

4.1 Finding Ovals

While the RGB neural network was quite success-
ful in finding pixels that were considered to be



RGB Neural Network Results
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Figure 3: Output of the RGB Neural Network

Lab Neural Network Results
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Figure 4: Output of the Lab Neural Network

HSV Neural Network Results
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Figure 5: Output of the HSV Neural Network

Average Neural Network Results
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Figure 6: Average of the Three Neural Network
Outputs).

Figure 7: Oval Convolution Kernel.

skin-colored, it was expected that it would not be
completely accurate. Looking at the results in the
figures, one can see that arms, hands, and even
parts of clothing showed up clearly in the results of
the neural net. However, because the camera used
in taking the pictures was a relatively “normal”
camera with no special lens, we were able to make
the general assumption that faces in the images
were roughly oval in shape and of a size that was
around 30 pixels along its major axis and 25 pixels
along its minor axis. The question then became
how to pick out these ovals from the results of the
neural net.

A simple yet effective method tested was con-
volving the results of the color classification with an
oval binary kernel. Figure 7 shows the convolution
kernel used.

After convolving with the kernel described
above, the neural net results for regions that were
not oval-shaped became blurred, while the results
for oval regions remained distinct. Figure 8 shows
the result of the convolution for one of the training
images. As we can see, the oval regions (most
likely containing faces) clearly “pop out” from
the rest of the image. To create a mask from the
results of the convolution (see Figure 9), we used
a threshold value (0.5 of the peak value) that was
heuristically determined to give the best results on
the set of training images.

4.2 Framing

In the set of images under consideration, we noticed
a common property in the spatial distribution of
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Figure 8: Neural Net Results (blurred).
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Figure 9: Mask from Blurred Neural Net Results.

faces in the images. Because the images were taken
by a standing cameraperson of a group of standing
people, the resulting images tended to have the
cluster of faces located in the upper portions of
the images. Using this heuristic, we implemented a
simple framing technique by considering the mean
and standard deviations of row positions of all iden-
tified skin pixels. Once this frame was calculated,
skin pixels outside the frame were no longer consid-
ered to be faces. While the limits of the frame were
calculated by considering the statistics of the pixel
locations, the exact parameters used in calculating
the limits were determined by optimizing over a
small range of values. Figure 10 shows the frame
used for one of the training images and Figure 11
shows the result of framing on the mask from the
previous section.

4.3 Further Region Splitting using k-

Means

The candidate regions that have thus far been iden-
tified sometimes contained more than one face. In
many situations, these multiple-face regions took
the form of two ovals connected by a small bridge.

To break up such multiple face regions, we ap-
plied the k-Means clustering algorithm to each can-
didate region. k-Means is a well known and simple
algorithm that can be used to classify patterns as
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Figure 10: Framed Mask.
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Figure 11: Framed Results.

belonging to one of k groups. At each iteration,
each pattern is classified as belonging to the class
which has a mean closest to it, as measured by some
distance metric (in this case, Euclidean distance
was used). After each iteration, new means for each
class are calculated, and iterations cease when the
means no longer move appreciably.

k-Means, as applied to this problem, used
the (x, y) position, or similarly [row, column] of
each pixel in a candidate region as the feature
vector. Clearly, the difficult question was how
many regions any given region should be broken
into. Choosing k, or the number of regions,
was accomplished by computing the “Distace
Transform” for each pixel in the region in
question. The Distance Transform of each pixel in
the region mask is the Euclidean distance between
that pixel and the nearest pixel not part of the
region mask. Thus, for a pixel in the middle
of an oval portion of the mask, the value of the
Distance Transform is high, while for any pixel in
the “bridge” between two ovals, the value of the
transform is low.

Once the Distance Transform has been calcu-
lated, subregions of the mask where the value of the
distance transform is in the upper 3% are identified.
k was chosen to be the number of these regions,
and the initial patterns means were initialized to
the coordinates of the centers of these regions.
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Figure 12: Labelled Regions.
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Figure 13: Labelled Regions (Post k-Means).

Figure 13 shows the result of the region splitting
algorithm on the set of regions shown on Figure 12.

4.4 Final Calculation of Face Coordinates

After k-means region splitting, we are now fairly
confident that each separate region contained
a face. The last step required was to return a
set of coordinates on the image such that each
coordinate was a point on a face. Matlab provides
a simple way to do this by returning the centroid
of each region when given a mask containing
labels (Figure 13). Note that because the original
image was downsampled by a factor of 2, the
(row, column) coordinates returned by Matlab
needed to be multiplied by 2 to get the correct
final set of coordinates.

5 System Evaluation

At the time of writing this report, results for the
test image were not available. Tests ran on the set
of training images are, however, quite promising.
In addition, the system run time averages under 10
seconds.

Table 1 shows the results of the implemented
system on the full set of training images and Figure
14 shows the final results on one of the images in the
training set. Also presented in the table are results

Figure 14: Face Detection on Training Image 3
(Score=22).

from experiments by varying some of the system
parameters mentioned in the previous sections.

6 Failed Approaches

The following section describes methods attempted
that were not used in the final implementation.

6.1 Adaptive Thresholding

The output of the neural network was used to
create regions of interest. The key step was in
creating a threshold which indicated whether or
not a pixel should be further considered. From the
training set, the average proportion of the image
that was occupied by faces was calculated. If this
proportion was 5%, for example, then choosing a
threshold that passed 5% of the pixels would seem
appopriate. Of course, there may exist some pixels
in the image which were, in fact, skin, but were not
part of a face (they could be from a neck, hand,
arm, or skin-colored clothing). Therefore, the
threshold was set such that 50% more pixels than
were expected for just the faces were let through.
This threshold was calculated by examining the
histogram of neural network outputs and choosing
the bin value that left the target percentage
in the right tail of the distribution. With the
training images that were provided, it was found
that an average of 5.6% of the pixels were face
pixels. Therefore, the threshold was set such that
(1.5)(5.6%) of the pixels make it through the
threshold. In the final implementation, however,
due to the change in blurring the neural network
results prior to thresholding, this thresholding
method turned out to be less effective than using
a hard threshold.

6.2 Eigenfaces

Our initial approach after finding the regions of
interest from the neural network and labelling was
to eliminate potential false positive detections by



Parameter

Color Threshold 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.55 0.45
k-Means Cutoff 0.94 0.96 0.98 0.96 0.96
Image Number Miss Repeat FP. Miss Repeat FP Miss Repeat FP Miss Repeat FP Miss Repeat FP

Image 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1
Image 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 1 3 2 7 0 2 1 4
Image 3 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 3 0 1
Image 4 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 1 0 3 0 0 2 0 0
Image 5 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 1
Image 6 2 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
Image 7 3 1 0 3 1 0 3 1 0 1 0 2 5 0 6

Table 1: Face Detection Results on Training Images. Results from the final system implementation
are shown on the second column. The other columns show results of the face detection by varying the
parameters for color-based skin classfication and k-means-based region splitting.

projecting the regions of interest on an eigenspace
to see how much of the variance of each image block
could be explained by the first few eigenfaces, indi-
cating that the block was indeed a face. The goal
was to find the mean square error (MSE) between
the actual region of interest and its reconstuction
using the first few eigenfaces and use that to dis-
tinguish between true faces and regions that were
not actual faces.

Eigenfaces were created from the ORL database
of faces and the eigenfaces that made up 90% of
the energy were selected to provide the projection
space. Unfortunately, there was no observed dis-
tinction between the true faces and non-faces after
projection and could not be used as a classifier.
Our initial conclusion was that the similarity be-
tween the faces in the class picture and the faces
in the database used was not adequate. This can
be attributed to the fact that there is little over-
lap between faces in the class picture compared to
’mug-shots’ from the database. To work around our
perceived problem, we created eigenfaces from the
faces in the class picture, but the issue of overlap
was encountered as well as size difference between
faces from individuals in the first row of the picture
compared to those behind.

6.3 Template Matching

Human faces can be effectively detected using
template-matching, but in order for a template
matching test to be meaningful, the template
must be the right size and be correctly oriented.
This was the first problem we encountered when
attempting to perform template matching on the
images. Using the set of training images, roughly
50 faces were cut out, scaled to be the same
size, and aligned as best as possible. Then an
average face was created using this set of cut-outs.
Cross-correlation of this average face with each
region of interest was performed to test whether
the region contained a face and if so, to determine
the location of the face. In our experiments,
however, a reliable threshold to distinguish a
region containing a face and that not containing a

face was not found. Our belief is that the average
face used was not a “good enough” average face
for performing template matching, i.e., the face
images that it was constructed from may have had
slight shifts and rotations.

6.4 Morphological Operations

The initial regions were determined by finding all
“islands” of non-adjacent pixel groups that
exceeded a certain threshold during color
segmentation. Another method attempted
for cleaning up the set of regions was to perform a
variety of morphological operations on the results
of the neural network. While operations such as
erosion, the majority operator, and small-region
removal did improve and clean up the results of
the neural network in some of the images, the
improvement was not consistently observed across
all the images and was also remarkably sensitive
to the different scales between the images.

7 Conclusions

To our surprise, the simplest face detection scheme
was the most robust and accurate for this appli-
cation. Some of the alternate methods involved
many parameters that needed to be tuned: finding
the optimal set of these parameters may have been
difficult given the time constraints and the size of
training set.

Some of the methods mentioned in the previ-
ous section that looked most promising were aban-
doned. Further improvements to the implemented
system should definitely consider re-investigating
methods such as template matching and eigenfaces.
In particular, performing template matching on a
better average face should be tested and performing
female faces detection using eigenfaces should be
investigated.

8 Helpful References

The papers by Gomez[2] and Jones[4] gave us in-
spiration regarding the color problem. The classic



eigenfaces paper[3] was used, as well as the book
Pattern Classification[1].
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